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1. XQ001

2. XQ002

3. BE950

MADE IN
BRITAIN

MADE IN
BRITAIN

ULTRA
SOFT

FACE COVER

THE NEW NORMAL

Made in Britain, this non-surgical face cover
is comfortable and easy to wear. The ear slots
ensure the mask fits all different face sizes
and shapes. The face mask can be machine
washed to 60c and features a printable surface
suitable for placement print, digital print and
sublimation.

4. SS990

Made in Britain, this non-surgical face cover
is comfortable and easy to wear. The ear slots
ensure the mask fits all different face sizes
and shapes. The face mask can be machine
washed to 60c and features a printable surface
suitable for placement print, digital print and
sublimation. Available in a number of patterned
designs. Wash before use.

5. PR799

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

ANTIMICROBIAL
FINISH

ADULT FACE MASK

This 100% cotton face mask offers the perfect fit
over the nose and mouth with a fabric surface
proven for excellent print quality. The mask is
also washable to 60c and can be reused.
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FACE COVER

WASHABLE 2-PLY FACE
COVERING

Double layer fabric face covering, non-medical
and ideal for general workplace use. Fabric
binding allows the product to be washed and
reused again, the outer layer has Silvadur™
930 Flex Antimicrobial finish with a Zelan™
R3 renewably sourced, durable water-repellent
finish.

LIGHTWEIGHT DAILY FACE
COVER

This fabric face cover serves as a barrier and is
intended to be worn for the day and disposed
of. The innovative single-ply, no-sew design
means this mask is produced with zero human
touch. Ultra-soft and lightweight Jersey fabric
makes this one-piece face cover comfortable
and breathable, ideal for everyday wear.

6. RG200

LIGHTWEIGHT
FOR COMFORT

PRO MULTI-TUBE

Lightweight, stretchy and wind-resistant, this
multi-tube is a year-round-go-to. Made from
100% polyester knitted fabric with a seamless
construction for all-day comfort.

CHECK BEFORE YOU BUY - ALL FACE MASKS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
WE RECOMMEND YOU OBTAIN A SAMPLE PRIOR TO PURCHASING/PROMOTING

7. RV04X

8. RV01X

LIGHTWEIGHT
FOR COMFORT

TIGHTER
FITTING MASK

DISPOSABLE 3-PLY TYPE IIR
MEDICAL MASK

Nonsterile, disposable, lightweight, loose
fitting mask – protects against large droplets.
Conforms to EU STANDARD - EN14683-2019
TYPE I, CE CERTIFIED - MDD 93/42/EEC,
BACTERIAL FILTRATION EFFICIENCY >=95%.

FFP2 4-PLY RESPIRATOR MASK
Nonsterile, disposable, tighter fitting mask –
reduces exposure to small, biological particles.
Conforms to REGULATION 2016/425, EN
149:2001+A1 2009 CE FFP2/KN95. MPPS
rate>= 94%.

NATURAL YARN ANTIBAC 		
FACE MASK (NON-PPE)

Washable and reuseable, comfort fit face mask
for everyday use with antibacterial mouth zone.
Conforms to Oeko-Tex Standard 100, ISO 9001,
AQAP 2120.

SINGLE
USE ONLY

SINGLE
USE ONLY

TYPE IIR DISPOSABLE MEDICAL
FACE MASK
Class 1 medical device, nonsterile, single use
only. Reduces the risk of spreading of infections,
particularly in epidemic or pandemic situations.
Ideal for procedures where medium amounts
of fluid, spray and/or aerosols are produced.
Type IIR BFE >98%. Tested in compliance with
EN14683 and meets the given requirements.

12. XQ003

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE WEAR

11. RG199

Class 1 medical device, nonsterile, single use
only. Reduces the risk of spreading of infections,
particularly in epidemic or pandemic situations.
Ideal for procedures where medium amounts
of fluid, spray and/or aerosols are produced.
Type I BFE >95%. Tested in compliance with
EN14683 and meets the given requirements.

WASHABLE
AND REUSABLE

		

10. RG198

TYPE I DISPOSABLE MEDICAL
FACE MASK

9. RV09X

WASHABLE
AND REUSABLE

ANTIMICROBIAL WASHABLE
FACE MASK

This washable face mask is treated with
antimicrobial treatment to inhibit the growth
of microorganisms on the mask and prevent
the build-up of odour in the mask. Each mask
is washable, this increases the lifespan of the
mask, removing the environmental impact of
traditional disposable masks. The mask can be
washed 20 times.

CHECK BEFORE YOU BUY - ALL FACE MASKS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
WE RECOMMEND YOU OBTAIN A SAMPLE PRIOR TO PURCHASING/PROMOTING
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1. MX001

mantis

THE NEW NORMAL

FULLY
ADJUSTABLE

ANTIVIRAL
PROTECTION

3. SW002

ANTIVIRAL
PROTECTION

ORGANIC COTTON FACE MASK

BUMPAA ANTIVIRAL MASK

BUMPAA ANTIVIRAL SNOOD

A non-clinical mask that conforms to ISO
18184: 2019 and is treated with Polygiene
ViralOff® antibacterial, antiviral technology.
This reusable, single-ply mask kills up to 99%
of viruses on the masks fabric within 2 hours*.
The antiviral and antibacterial treatment
removes the need for washing, avoid washing
where possible to maintain the antiviral effect.

A non-clinical face covering that conforms to
ISO 18184: 2019 and is treated with Polygiene
ViralOff® antibacterial, antiviral technology.
This reusable, single-ply snood kills up to 99%
of viruses on the snood’s fabric within 2 hours*.
The antiviral and antibacterial treatment
removes the need for washing, avoid washing
where possible to maintain the antiviral effect.

4. PR796

5. PR797

6. GD900

This fully adjustable face mask features no
elastic allowing it to avoid being uncomfortable,
snap or wear out. Created without a central
seam that could allow particales to enter. The
mask also includes a a pouch for the user to
add a filter of their choice and is reusable and
recyclable. Features a tear-off label with QR
code linking the user to instructions for use,
traceability and environmental impact.

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

SPUNBONDED
CLOTH

PROTECTIVE 3-LAYER FABRIC
MASK

3-layer protective face mask with woven fabric
construction which allows the product to be
washed and reused. A breathable and shaped,
non-medical face mask makes the ideal solution
for workplace shielding and offers a filtering
functionality, to reduce particles from the
environment.
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2. SW001

PM2.5 ACTIVATED CARBON
FILTER

Double layer fabric face covering, non-medical
and ideal for general workplace use. Fabric
binding allows the product to be washed and
reused again, the outer layer has Silvadur™
930 Flex Antimicrobial finish with a Zelan™
R3 renewably sourced, durable water-repellent
finish.

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

GILDAN® ADULT EVERYDAY
2-PLY MASK

Comfortable for daily wear, washable and
reusable. The covered elasticised bridge and
ear loops of the mask add shape and provides
a stay put fit. A pleated chin, anchors the mask
to reduce the need to adjust and reposition on
your face. Made of lightweight fabric, perfect for
decorating with your brand, company, school
logo or creative art.

CHECK BEFORE YOU BUY - ALL FACE MASKS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
WE RECOMMEND YOU OBTAIN A SAMPLE PRIOR TO PURCHASING/PROMOTING

7. GD901

8. BC900

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

BREATHABLE
FABRIC

GILDAN® YOUTH EVERYDAY
2-PLY MASK

10. BC901

Multi-purpose use. Seam-free for comfort.
Breathable fabric.

11. BC904

PRINTED SPACER
EFFECT

BREATHABLE
FABRIC

MORF® SPACER MARL

Multi-purpose use. Seam-free for comfort.
Breathable fabric.

MORF® GEOMETRIC

Multi-purpose use. Seam-free for comfort.
Breathable fabric.

BREATHABLE
FABRIC

JUNIOR MORF® ORIGINAL

Multi-purpose use. Seam-free for comfort.
Breathable fabric.

12. BC905

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE WEAR

Comfortable for daily wear, washable and
reusable. The covered elasticised bridge and
ear loops of the mask add shape and provides
a stay put fit. A pleated chin, anchors the mask
to reduce the need to adjust and reposition on
your face. Made of lightweight fabric, perfect for
decorating with your brand, company, school
logo or creative art.

MORF® ORIGINAL

9. B900B

BREATHABLE
FABRIC

MORF® GEOMETRIC

Multi-purpose use. Seam-free for comfort.
Breathable fabric.

CHECK BEFORE YOU BUY - ALL FACE MASKS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
WE RECOMMEND YOU OBTAIN A SAMPLE PRIOR TO PURCHASING/PROMOTING
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1. RV05X

STRETCHABLE
HEAD LOOP

MEDICAL SPLASH GOGGLES
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Disposable, panoramic clear lens goggles for
effective shield against droplets or vapour. CE
Conformity to European Directive 2016/425 PPE
Directive for protective eyewear.

4. PW501

DURABLE AND
TRANSPARENT SCREEN

APET FACE SHIELD

Practical and portable hand sanitiser solution
for when you are on the move, with 70%
alcohol content. Certification EN14476 and
EN1276:2019.
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2. PW033

FREE SPECTACLE
CORD

PROFILE SAFETY SPECTACLE

These frameless safety glasses are designed
with safety comfort and style in mind. Featuring
soft rubber arms with moulded nose bridge and
browguard.

5. XQ004

MADE IN
BRITAIN

SHAKOSHIELD CAP VISOR

Protect your staff with this cap visor, designed to
shield vulnerable areas such as the eyes, nose
and mouth and limit gloves touching the face,
making sure your workers feel safe to come
back to work. This patented and registered
design is lightweight, non- claustrophobic
and well vented making it suitable to be worn
comfortably for hours at a time.

3. PW500

PROTECTS FROM FLUID
AND SPLASHES

300 MICRON HELMET SCREEN

This lightweight 300 micron durable screen fits
easily onto a hard hat (see PW039) and offers
ultimate protection from fluid and splashes to
the face, while maintaining super-comfort and
optimum visibility for the wearer. It provides
all day protection and is spacious enough to
comfortably fit prescription eye wear.

6. RV10X

CLOSE FITTING
AND SUPPLE

MEDICAL VINYL EXAMINATION
GLOVES CLEAR

Lightweight, disposable gloves that provide
sterile, dextrous protection. Conforms to
EU STANDARD – EN455-2-2015; EN ISO
374-1:2016/TYPE B & EN ISO 374-5:2016. CE
CERTIFIED – CLASS 1 Annex VIII Regulation EU
2017/745, Annex I & VII.

7. PW070

8. PW087

SEAMLESS
NYLON LINER

SUPERLIGHT
NYLON

NYLON POLKA DOT GLOVE

By combining enhanced grip with excellent
dexterity the Nylon Polka Dot Glove performs
well in dry conditions. Seamless 13 gauge
knitted nylon with PVC dotted palm.

(500ML)

Super light 15g nylon and Spandex liner dipped
with soft nitrile foam and PU for the ultimate
in comfort dexterity and sensitivity. Protects
against oil in warm humid conditions.

13. RV03X
RG201

NO WATER
REQUIRED

ANTIBACTERIAL HAND
SANITISER

Skin friendly 70% alcohol for effective bacteria
elimination and sterilisation. Conforms to EU
Standards: EN 1499:2013, EN 1500:2013, EN
14476:2013+A1:2015, EN 1276:2010, EN
12791:2016+A1:2017, CE CERTIFIEDBACTERIAL
KILL RATE >=99.99%.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE WEAR

10.
RG203

DERMIFLEX GLOVE

9. RV02X

(236ML)

KILLS 99.9%
OF BACTERIA

HAND SANITISER

RG202

(100ML)

Practical and portable hand sanitiser solution for
when you are on the move, with 70% alcohol
content. Certification EN14476 and EN1276:2019.

SKIN
FRIENDLY

DISINFECTANT WIPES

Skin friendly, disposable, wipes with 75%
alcohol for effective bacteria elimination
and sterilisation. Conforms to Directive (EU)
2015/863 amending Annex II to Directive
2011/65/EU; test standard IEC 62321:2013
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1. PP001

HOOK AND
LOOP FASTENING
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2 METRE HI-VIZ VEST

Stay safe and stay seen while reinforcing the
social distancing message in this printed hi-vis
2-band-and-braces waistcoat with hook and
loop front fastening and self-coloured piping.
Features the text ‘Stay 2 metres apart’ printed
on the back.

4. SS212

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

WOMEN’S 65/35 POLO

Made from a 65% polyester 35% cotton blend
and guaranteed to perform at a 60°C wash,
the women’s 65/35 polo is the ideal easy-care
garment for work, events, leisure, healthcare
and casualwear, with shaped side seams for a
feminine fit and a 2-button placket with selfcoloured buttons. Choose from a range of colours
and make the women’s 65/35 Polo totally yours.
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2. YK001

HOOK AND
LOOP FASTENING

HI-VIS 2-BAND-AND-BRACES
WAISTCOAT (HVW100)

Most popular high visibility waistcoat with hook
and loop front fastening and self coloured
piping. Available in 24 colours to suit every job
role. You always need one for your car when
travelling.

5. SS402

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

65/35 POLO

Made from a 65% polyester 35% cotton blend
and guaranteed to perform at a 60°C wash,
the 65/35 polo is the ideal easy-care garment
for work, events, leisure, healthcare and
casualwear, styled to a classic fit and featuring
a 3-button placket with self-coloured buttons.
Choose from a range of colour and make the
65/35 polo totally yours.

3. YK002

MOBILE PHONE
POCKET

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
EXECUTIVE HI-VIS WAISTCOAT
(HVW801)
Fantastic multi-Functional Executive Waistcoat
with zip front fastening, two front hook and
loop fastening pockets also accessible from
the side.

6. PR630

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

COOLCHECKER® PLUS PIQUÉ
POLO WITH COOLPLUS®

The next generation in performance polo shirts,
this men’s style uses CoolPlus® fibre technology
to give exceptional moisture management
properties when working under pressure. A
modern and stylish piece of everyday workwear
that will make for a smart and professional
looking workforce.

7. PR632

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

WOMEN’S COOLCHECKER®
PLUS PIQUÉ POLO WITH
COOLPLUS®

10. J577F

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

WOMEN’S ULTIMATE CLASSIC
COTTON POLO

More than just a standard - our 577 has
everything you would expect from a top of the
range polo. Our fabric is pre-washed so it will
hold its size and shape for longer - making it
extremely well suited to team wear.

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

WORK-GUARD APEX POCKET
POLO SHIRT

As part of the new WORKGUARD Mix and Match
system the new R312X polo shirt delivers a
stylish well built staple for uniforms and manpacks. With technical and breathable fabrics
you’re guaranteed to perform at your best!

11. J577M

9. J011M

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

HEAVY-DUTY POLO

This hard wearing 100% cotton polo,
specifically designed for the workplace combines
exceptional durability and comfort.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE WEAR

The next generation in performance polo
shirts, this ladies’ style uses CoolPlus® fibre
technology to give exceptional moisture
management properties when working under
pressure.

8. R312X

WASHABLE
AT 60˚C

ULTIMATE CLASSIC COTTON
POLO

More than just a standard - our 577 has
everything you would expect from a top of the
range polo. Our fabric is pre-washed so it will
hold its size and shape for longer - making it
extremely well suited to team wear.
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